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Campos

Whoever understands more about seating creates the perfect place for anyone.

Introducing:     

a genuine interest in our products 
and the people who use them. 
We remain true to the spirit of our 
brand by collaborating with leading 
institutes on the scientifi c develop-
ment of our products. This has 
resulted in a collection that is un-
paralleled in its breadth and depth. 
He who understands more about 
sitting, has studied it in detail. 
Interstuhl is such a company and 
will remain so: a world away from 
corporate affi liations and concerns 
about globalization. Over 600 em-
ployees craft exclusive German 
goods and they do so in Germany.

Anyone who understands more 
about sitting should rise up. Rise 
above the tired old clichés about 
quality and materials. Interstuhl 
is what it is, and what it is is very 
good.

Second and third generation
managing directors: Helmut, 
Werner and Joachim Link
(left to right)

Interstuhl

The idea of a Swabian business-
man and developer is embarking 
on an international journey. It‘s
all about attractive and healthy
seating, whether we use it to 
work, think, discuss, argue or 
relax.

It’s all about a chair that actively 
supports us at what we are doing.

Interstuhl innovations are con-
ceived, tested and developed in 
an interesting mix of think-tank 
and expert laboratory. That is what 
makes us so unique. Simply stated 
by Werner Link, the company’s 
owner and Managing Director: 
“We understand more about sit-
ting”. An honest statement that 
has its origins back in 1961 when 
the assignment was to create 
relaxing seating for the workers 
of a textile factory. The focus ever 
since has been on expertise and
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Good design is the sum of good details
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Understated. Campos simply 
shows good taste and an ambition 
of quiet gestures. Straight for-
ward and honest. A superbly 
beautiful chair for every offi ce 

area. On its own or used in a large 
offi ce: good design for people 
with new business ideas and con-
vincing actions.

Refi ned geometry and excellent design.
A clear image and the sum of all
things which make a good offi ce
swivel chair: Quality materials

processed into precise, subtly integrated
details which invite you to look and touch.
Thanks to fi rst class details, the designer,
Reiner Moll, has managed to combine the
solid character of Campos with light aes-
thetics and turn it into something special.
A highly convincing budget-friendly offi ce
chair with aesthetic appearance: a classic
look with all the ergonomical advantages
and design experience of the manufacturer,
interstuhl. All-round attractice and afford-
able design.



09Offi ce swivel chairsCampos with mesh back or uphol-
stered back creates a variety of 
design options and offers different 
seating dynamics. The mesh back 
offers a solution which adapts 
to any posture. In the upholstery 
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11Offi ce swivel chairsThe designer's balanced colour 
concept with six coordinated 
subtle shades forms the basis 
for the range. In addition the 
interstuhl upholstery range is 
available in a variety of colours 
and fabrics and leathers.



13Visitor chairs / Conference chairs

Cantilever chair,
mesh-covered back
or upholstered,
optional armrests

Four leg
mesh-co
or uphol
optional 

Different and yet still coordinated 
as a unit: Two types of visitor 
chairs are available in the Campos 
range. With mesh or upholstered 
back.

56C0 47C0

46C057C0



 15Details & ease of use

The backrest’s mesh is particularly tightly woven and thanks to its doubling is almost opaque – at the same time it offers maximum  
breathability and optimal adaptation  to every sitting position

The upholstered back offers superb seating comfort, a pleasantly comfortable seating sensation and provides the back with excellent  
ergonomic support



 17Details & ease of use

Large lever for weight regulation and seat height adjustment which is intuitive to use

The backrest height adjustment wheel: Precisely finished, highlighted as an attractive detail Seat depth and inclination can be individually adjusted in one single operation

4D T armrests, adjustable in four directions with soft arm pads
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kg

Ergonomics

2

1

The seat height is a precondition for good sitting. The base seat height 
adjustment extends the DIN-defined adjustment range and allows ideal 
sitting for short or tall users.

Base seat height adjustment

3 The individually adjustable counter-pressure of the backrest permits 
correct sitting for both light and heavy users.

Weight adjustment

4 The support range for the lumbar spine can be ideally adjusted to the 
height of the user.

Backrest height adjustment

5 Regulates the distance between the backrest and front edge of the 
seat, thus providing optimum support for the upper thighs; even for 
taller users.

Seat depth adjustment

6 Multiple adjustment of the seat in a forwards direction stops the pelvis 
from tilting back. This relieves the spine and avoids a poor posture 

Seat inclination adjustment

7 The horizontally adjustable lumbar support adapts to the individual 
curve of the lumbar spine; this reduces muscle strain.

Continuously adjustable lumbar support

8 Height adjustment to take the strain off the neck muscles. Width
adjustment and pivoting for optimum support angle, depth adjustment 
for optimum distance to the desk.

Adjustable armrests

The synchronous movement of the seat and backrest provides
optimum support for the back in every position; the push effect is 
eliminated.

Synchronous mechanism

The next position is the best

tive medicine and eases the pain 
for those who already suffer. What
does an Interstuhl chair do? The 
patient therapist offers support in 
each posture. It generates a feel-
ing of well-being in all positions 
and brings measurable relief. 

Naturally, the courage to follow 
our philosophy of dynamic sitting 
has meant a break with all the 
old rules: majestic, immaculate 
and bolt upright vs. the new 

From the seating specialists

Fact: from an anatomical point of 
view ergonomics means move-
ment because movement is a 
critical part of office health. It is a 
law of nature that effective work 
processes are one of the most 
important sources of value-added 
in the company. Back problems 
are the greatest causes of absen-
teeism. A good chair will not heal 
your back but it is good preven-

philosophy of doing it with gusto, 
reclining, lounging, looking out the 
window, concentrating.

“You can sit however you want. 
Just sit on the right chair.” Each 
new product development with 
leading research institutes recon-
firms this and it is substantiated 
by scientific input. The result: 
Interstuhl chairs accommodate 
every posture so ergonomically 
that maximum support is ensured.
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46C0

Four legs,
back
upholstered,
stackable

56C0

Cantilever chair,
back
upholstered,
stackable

47C0

Four legs,
back
mesh-covered,
stackable

57C0

Cantilever chair,
back
mesh-covered,
stackable

Office swivel chairs

17C2

Swivel chair,
back
mesh-covered

Product Overview

15C2

Swivel chair,
back
upholstered

Visitor chairs / Conference chairs

Backrest height in cm (approx.)

Backrest mesh design black

Plastic colour black

Star base in black plastic
Star base in aluminium – black / brillant silver / polished
Frame in steel – black / brillant silver / chrome

Synchronous mechanism
Weight adjustment 

Base seat height adjustment
Backrest height adjustment
Adjustable lumbar support
Seat depth adjustment 
Seat inclination adjustment
 
2D T-armrests, width, height and depth adjustable, soft armpads
Adjustable 4D T-armrests, width, height and depth adjustable, swivel-mounted, soft armpads 
Armrest in black plastic

Twin castors hard / soft
Glides hard / soft
Glides 
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Ergonomically
tested

Pollutant
tested

Quality
Offi ce

Premium
product

3 year full 
warranty

5 year long-term 
warranty

Tested
safety

Quality produced 
for the 

environment

Certifi ed
environmental 
management

Deutsche Güte-
gemeinschaft 

Möbel e.V.

Der 
Blaue Engel

Premium products

Often the word innovation is more 
of an obstacle than a useful coordi-
nate – all too often infl ated claims 
and abuse of the term for purely 
promotional reasons obscure the 
distinction between real innova-
tion and the purely derivative. This 
is why we are particularly pleased 
that customers can now not only 
experience the quality of our prod-
ucts, they can see it too: we are 
the fi rst manufacturer to be grant-
ed the right to label our products 
with the offi cial “Premium Product” 
seal, awarded by the LGA testing 
company and TÜV Rheinland Group 
certifi cation body. In addition, we 
have won yet another accolade: the 
best “Quality Offi ce”. Put simply, 
every Interstuhl product provides 
a premium sitting environment 
and all owners of Interstuhl chairs 
can rest assured that they have 
chosen the best possible product. 
This has a positive impact on the 
person as a whole and their entire 
working day. Knowing this, we are 
more than happy to issue a 5-year 
guarantee. We share the praise for 
our innovative seating solutions 
with the research institutes that 
are always ready to support our 
developments and think we’ll keep 
doing things this way. 

Quality Offi ce

Awarded by the Verband Büro-, 
Sitz- und Objektmöbel e.V., the 
German Standards Institute (DIN), 
the Verwaltungs- und Berufsgenos-
senschaft, INQA Büro, Initiative 
neue Qualität der Büroarbeit, and 
the Federal Institute for Occupa-
tional Safety and Health.

Campos comes form the design 
offi ce .molldesign. Apart from the 
job of giving every new product
its own identity and a touch of 
invulnerability, .molldesign concen-
trates on the practical value as 
well as ergonomic and energy tech-
nology for every new design. This 
ensures its existence and raison 
d'etre in the long term. High quality 
and effi ciency were the driving 
forces behind the development
of Campos.

17C2



Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
D 72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen
Phone +49-74 36-871-0
Fax +49-74 36-871-110
info@interstuhl.de
www.interstuhl.de

Interstuhl France SARL
16, rue Edouard Nieuport
F 92150 Suresnes
Phone +33-1-46 97 12 34
Fax +33-1-46 97 19 94
info@interstuhl.fr
www.interstuhl.fr

Interstuhl Limited
17 Brewhouse Yard
London
EC1V 4LA, GB
Phone +44-20 7250 1850
Fax +44-20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com
www.interstuhl.com

Interstuhl (Schweiz) AG
Schützenstrasse 53
CH 8400 Winterthur
Phone +41-52 224 05 50
Fax +41-52 224 05 56
kontakt@interstuhl.ch
www.interstuhl.ch

Interstuhl Spain S.L.
c /José del Hierro, 67
E 28027 Madrid
Phone +34-91-406 18 41
Fax +34-91-407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es
www.interstuhl.es

Interstuhl - Bremshey
Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH
Pfarrgasse 50
A 1230 Wien
Phone +43-1-61 64 113
Fax +43-1-61 64 020
bremshey@aon.at
www.interstuhl.at

Interstuhl in
Nederland en België
Velto B.V.
Energieweg 21
NL 2382 NB Zoeterwoude
Phone +31-71-58 12 400
Fax +31-71-58 96 907
info@interstuhl.nl
www.interstuhl.nl

Interstuhl in North America
Kimball Offi ce
1600 Royal Street, Jasper
IN 47549, USA
800.482.1818
kopartner@kimball.com
www.kimballoffi ce.com

Interstuhl in Scandinavia
Pakhus 48
Sundkaj 11, Frihavnen
DK 2100 København Ø
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
scandinavia@interstuhl.de
www.interstuhl.com

Please fi nd our international partners on www.interstuhl.de
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